
WELCOME
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Let’s introduce ourselves:
● Name
● Your School(s)
● Years of experience

Turn your cameras on!
 (if you’re able) 



Differentiated Teacher 
Retention

Jan. 20, 2022



Session Aims

CTE Leaders will be able to: 

1. Review and plan implementation of varied practices for 
teacher retention

2. Review the protocol for and discuss “stay” 
conversations and the creation of a talent calendar

3. Identify priorities for retention efforts
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Agenda 

✔ Background The impact of losing our best & 
identifying who they are

✔ How? High impact strategies for retention

✔ Application Discussing action steps
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A “One Size Fits All” Retention Approach 

Efforts to increase teacher retention are often focused broadly, with 
increased retention being the goal. Retention efforts often cast a wide 
net and retain high-performers at similar rates to low performers: 

Data from “The Irreplaceables” (2012) by TNTP



“Irreplaceables” 

The “Irreplaceables” are rare teachers, they are so successful 
that they are nearly impossible to replace. 
• Only one of every five in typical schools 
• Get 5 to 6 more months of student learning per year than a 

low performer.

Data from “The Irreplaceables” (2012) by TNTP



Triple Trouble 
When an Irreplaceable teacher leaves a school, the school is 
almost guaranteed to hire a less effective replacement. To make 
matters more challenging more teachers are considering leaving 
due to the pandemic. 



Discussing the Impact
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Based on the data we just reviewed, please discuss the 
following questions with a partner: 

● What are the implications of this data?
● How does this pertain to your school(s)?



Who? High Performing, High Potential
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Differentiated retention is based not only on the idea that you tailor 
your efforts to increase the effectiveness but that you also 
determine who will and won’t get that attention. Focus on your 
high-performers and your high-potentials.  

High-Performing Teachers: 
•Consistently get results 

for students
•Outperform their 

colleagues year over 
year

•Are getting up to 6 
months more learning 
per year out of their 
students

•Show leadership as 
teachers beyond the 
classroom

High-Potential Teachers:
•Receptive and 

responsive to coaching 
and support.

•Able to collaborate 
and communicate 
effectively

•Improve at a consistent 
and rapid rate 

•Show a propensity to 
lead

•Navigate ambiguity
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Core Idea: 

Teacher retention is HARD 
right now. Differentiated 
and targeted efforts are 

essential to keeping your 
best. 



Agenda 

✔ Background The impact of losing our best & 
identifying who they are

✔ How? High impact strategies for retention

✔ Application Discussing action steps
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A Strategic Approach
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Retention 
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Best

Setting 
Retention 

Targets

“Calendaring”
Retention 
Strategies 

Conducting 
“Stay” 

Conversations

High-Impact 
School Culture 

Adjustments



A Talent Calendar

• A strategic tool for planning 
your talent activities 
(recruitment, induction, 
retention, + more)

• Supports all involved in talent 
acquisition, management and 
retention to be on the same 
page about when critical 
events happen

• Ensures that retention efforts 
start early 

Let’s look at a talent calendar 
template from EdFuel.
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Stay Conversations

• Are an informal but highly 
cultivating conversation with a 
teacher to communicate how 
much they are valued and how 
much you want them to be 
here

• Can be held during already 
scheduled meetings

• Are typically short - anywhere 
between 5 and 15 minutes

• Ideally happen right before the 
winter break in mid-December 



Stay Conversation Map 

1. Praise: Highlight the positive. Pay them a specific compliment. 

2. Probe for a Pulse Check: Start with a targeted question & 
encourage the teacher to share their feelings with you. 

3. Determine Intention: Use discourse to determine whether or not this 
teacher is planning to stay at your school.

4. State Desired Outcome & Retention Strategy: Tell the teacher you’d 
like them to stay and how you’d like to reward their performance.

5. Plan Ahead: Be as specific as possible about how this will play out. 

6. Follow-up: Set timeline for follow-up and make sure you follow-up. 

7. Close: Reiterate how much you appreciate the teacher’s 
contributions. 



Do’s and Dont’s for “Stay”Conversations

Do’s
Be specific. Communicate why you think 
the teacher is strong.

Recruit! Strong teachers often have 
multiple options and you are recruiting.

Be transparent. Be open about school 
challenges and how the teachers can be 
part of the solution.

Listen for motivations. Ask for specific 
ideas the teacher has and leave an open 
line of communication.

Promote Opportunities. Open up the Lead 
with CPS website to present options.

Don’ts
Speaking in generalities. It is  
important to let teachers know why 
they are valuable to your school and 
students.
Not executing on your next steps. 
Follow through on all commitments 
agreed upon.
Implementation of retention strategies 
for compliance purposes. Retention 
strategies are part of a robust, 
on-going plan that is tailored to your 
school and teachers. 
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Core Idea: 

Intentional strategies such as 
a talent calendar and stay 

conversations with high 
performing/high potential 

teachers can increase desired 
retention.  



Agenda 

✔ Background The impact of losing our best & 
identifying who they are

✔ How? High impact strategies for retention

✔ Application Discussing action steps
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Key Takeaways 

In the chat: 
Summarize your learning/refreshed 
learning or name something specific that 
you’ll act upon from today’s session!


